High-throughput DNA sequencing has considerably changed the possibilities for conducting biomedical research by measuring billions of short DNA or RNA fragments. A central computational problem, and for many applications a first step, consists of determining where the fragments came from in the original genome. In this article, we review the main techniques for generating the fragments, the main applications, and the main algorithmic ideas for computing a solution to the read alignment problem. In addition, we describe pitfalls and difficulties connected to determining the correct positions of reads.
INTRODUCTION
The advent of next-generation sequencing (NGS, also known as high-throughput sequencing or deep sequencing) in 2005 led to an explosion in the amount of sequencing data. A typical sequencing experiment now yields billions of snippets of DNA characters (reads) that are sampled from the DNA molecules in a biological specimen. Modern microarrays, by contrast, produce only on the order of millions of decimal intensity values per experiment. Because of this explosion in the number of sequences, a large fraction of the computational effort spent analyzing biological data is now dedicated to determining where these reads came from in the sample and how they fit together. As more reads are traced back to their original locations, a clearer picture emerges of which DNA sequences are present in the biological specimen and in what abundance. This knowledge then enables investigators to address relevant scientific questions, such as how a particular genome differs from a reference genome, or which genes or isoforms are differentially expressed between two conditions.
In the early days of NGS and sequencing by synthesis, researchers realized that the sequence alignment software tools popular at the time [e.g., Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) (2)] were simply not efficient enough to analyze NGS-scale data sets, and were also not engineered for the problem. Since then, a large number of publications have described new algorithms and methods to solve this problem. These efforts originated from various fields of study-often computer science, but sometimes statistics and mathematics. Some methods are geared toward certain sequencing technologies, whereas others are more general. Some primarily address efficiency, whereas others address scalability, accuracy, or interpretability. In this review, we sift through and summarize this large body of work and distill essential points relevant to a wide audience of both method developers and practitioners. We focus on read alignment, which is often the most demanding computational problem tackled in sequencing studies.
Solving the read alignment problem opens up a multitude of possible applications. Experiments requiring read alignment solutions are manifold. The classic application is to align sequencing reads to a high-quality reference genome, such as the human genome reference or a bacterial genome reference. In many ways, NGS short-read technology became viable only after the Human Genome Project and the completion of model organism references over the last decade. The main goal in mapping genomic DNA back to the organism's genome reference sequence is to determine sequence variation. Variations range from single point mutations to short insertions or deletions (indels) to even larger-scale complex variations spanning thousands of nucleotides or more. Applications in this space include variant detection in the germlines of individuals, families, or populations to ascertain frequent and infrequent variation-such as disease-causing mutations-within the gene pool.
DNA sequencing of tumor material has become feasible through the massive drop in sequencing cost. It is now possible to produce data from a few nanograms of pure DNA. Standard solid-tumor histopathology practice typically results in DNA being extracted from formalin-fixed, paraffinembedded (FFPE) tissue. DNA fragments derived from this archival format are limited in length and quality, making short to medium-length sequencing methods well suited for this purpose. The surrounding normal tissue or a separate healthy specimen from the same individual is frequently used to differentiate somatic from germline variation. Analysis can also be performed on tumor data only. However, differentiating germline from tumor variants can become an issue in this case. The variation frequency in a population of tumor cells down to a detection limit of a few percent can be measured if the depth of coverage (i.e., oversampling) is sufficient. Copy-number variation may be detected at very high resolution across both whole human genomes and wholeexome samples. To enable this type of application, the observed oversampling rate of a given genomic region is compared with the expected rate to infer copy-number changes. Various biases introduced through the sample preparation process, as well as systematic effects such as Poisson sampling, must be taken into account when counting the mapped fragments.
RNA reverse transcription and cDNA sequencing with alignment of the resulting reads are performed to measure expression levels of transcripts in a specific tissue. Here, alignments must be split along the exon-intron boundaries; very long introns and the small sizes of some exons make this a challenging problem to solve. In cancer, sequencing of transcripts can also identify and verify expressed somatic variations, such as fusion genes or single point mutations in tissue-specific isoforms. Expression levels can also be derived from this form of analysis.
Some applications can be performed significantly faster if run via specialized alignment programs. For example, DNA fragments from ChIP-seq (chromatin immunoprecipitation with DNA sequencing) experiments need to be aligned to a reference genome. The use of a specialized alignment program can accelerate this process, for instance, by aligning only against regions of interest.
Epigenomic analysis is another application that requires specialized alignment algorithms because the alphabet of nucleotides must be extended to take into account the methylation modifications of nucleotides. In stark contrast, the standard sample preparation technique of bisulfite treatment of DNA produces a reduced-complexity alphabet. This converts unmethylated cytosines to uracil, which in turn is polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-amplified as thymine, resulting in an increased number of mismatches that need to be taken into account during alignment to give adequate sensitivity.
Another area that requires specialized alignment programs is metagenomics. Here, the problem is to identify the organism or phylogenetic group that gives rise to a DNA fragment taken from a sample containing multiple organisms. Additionally, the position of the read within the genome and the putative function of the genomic region at that position may be ascertained. Example experiments involve samples taken from human skin, body cavities, or digestive and respiratory tracts.
The problem of read alignment is also closely connected to de novo assembly. For example, say an investigator has a large collection of reads and would like to piece them back together, thereby re-creating the sequences of the molecules from which they originated. Without any further information, the only possibility is to assemble the reads de novo. The first step might be to identify similarities between reads; for example, if the last several nucleotides of one read are similar to the first several nucleotides of another, then the reads may have originated from overlapping stretches of the same molecule. An algorithm can be used to find the assembled sequence most consistent with all of the observed overlaps. Many methods for de novo assembly have been proposed, and it is an active area of study today (5, 7, 48, 56) .
That said, there are many species for which a high-quality assembled genome sequence already exists, including humans and most model species. Because two individuals of the same species have extremely similar genome sequences (e.g., two unrelated humans have genomes that are approximately 99.8% similar by sequence), one can use an assembled genome of the appropriate species as a template or guide to assist in piecing reads together. An assembled genome sequence used in this way is called a reference genome, or simply a reference. When a reference genome is available, one can proceed by taking each read and determining where the read sequence most closely matches the reference genome sequence, which then represents the best guess as to where the read originated with respect to the reference. (We elaborate below on what we mean by "most closely.")
Sequencing Technologies
In this section, we explore in greater depth how reads are obtained. Several technologies are on the market, and more are on the horizon. The introduction of NGS has led to a dramatic increase in Table 1 compares the run times, yields, read lengths, and sequencing error rates of these platforms. Compared with older sequencing technologies by gel electrophoresis, a key improvement is to cycle and image the incorporation of nucleotides or to detect the incorporation in real time.
Removing the need for a gel tremendously reduced sequencing costs and has made it possible to miniaturize and parallelize sequencing. Common to all technologies is that the DNA is first fractionated into smaller double-stranded fragments, which are optionally amplified and then sequenced in parallel from one or both ends. The sequencing process is either (a) cycled, where a single terminated base (Illumina), a single primer (SOLiD), or a run of a single nucleotide (454) is incorporated, or (b) carried out in real time (SMRT, Ion Torrent). In the case of the technologies that incorporate one nucleotide or primer at a time (Illumina, SOLiD), the color of the signal determines the nucleotide or primer integrated in a given cycle. For technologies that incorporate an entire homopolymer run at a time (454, Ion Torrent, SMRT) the intensity or length (SMRT) of the signal determines the length of the run.
Cycled technologies amplify the DNA fragments within small clusters (Illumina, SOLiD, 454) and require that each cluster contain thousands of identical molecules that are sequenced synchronously and whose combined signal is measured. Synchronization is realized by using reversible terminator chemistry, which ensures that only one nucleotide is incorporated at a time (Illumina); by performing ligation of only one primer at a time (SOLiD); or by washing only one nucleotide over all fragments, which results in the incorporation of only one homopolymer run at a time (454).
One type of error in technologies with a prior amplification step is the so-called dephasing, where because of a synchronization loss in a cluster (e.g., caused by missed incorporations) the signals of the current base and its neighbors in the DNA template interfere and lead to an increase of miscalls toward the ends of the reads (see Figure 1a) . Another type of error is related to a limitation in signal resolution: Technologies that use signal intensity (454) or length (SMRT, Ion Torrent) to determine the length of homopolymer runs cannot reliably detect the length of large runs owing to a limited sensor resolution and an increase of noise (e.g., caused by variations of the DNA polymerase speed). Such technologies typically produce reads with indels in homopolymer runs. A third type of error causes deletions of bases in technologies that omit a prior template amplification (SMRT, Ion Torrent) owing to weak and undetected signals. However, errors in the sequencing process can be discerned by using base-call quality values and redundancy, such as a high base coverage (e.g., 20 and higher) (14) . As discussed in more detail below, it is advantageous to generate reads that are as long as possible in order to resolve ambiguity during the read alignment. However, all of the abovementioned technologies have limitations in producing very long single-end reads. To address this problem, many technologies have protocols to produce pairs of reads. To generate paired-end reads, the sequencer reads a string of nucleotides from both ends of a longer fragment. In a typical experiment using an Illumina HiSeq instrument, fragments are 250-500 bp long, and the strings of nucleotides read from either end are approximately 100-150 bp long. The major sequencing instruments from Illumina, Life Technologies, and Roche, for example, have protocols for yielding paired-end reads.
Approximate String Matching Problem
As described above, the sequencing technology determines some parameters that have a bearing on the read alignment problem, such as read length and error rates. Nevertheless, for each read (single ended or paired), the goal is to find its true location with respect to the reference. The true location is not known beforehand and is found by solving an approximate matching problem-that is, searching for occurrences of the read sequence within the reference sequence but allowing for some mismatches and gaps between the two.
If a genome had no repeats and a sequencing experiment introduced no errors, then the need for approximate matching would disappear. That is, assuming a sufficient read length relative to the genome size, one could find the true locations using exact matching. Unfortunately, neither assumption holds: Eukaryotic genomes are rich in repeats, and each sequencing technology introduces errors, as outlined above. If a repeat sequence is perfectly identical, then it is not possible to determine a read's true location if it lies completely within the repeat. This is not always the case (as depicted in Figure 2 , where two repeats differ in one base). Because the reads can also contain errors, one must resort to approximate string matching. The The same example genome with multireads (R1 and R2). Both reads map to two different genomic locations with up to one error, and therefore both matches are valid. The colors of the reads indicate their true locations. Read R1 maps with no errors to its true location and one error to the second valid location, whereas read R2 maps with one error to its true location and no error to the other valid location. A quality value (QV) string is included below each read, where each character of the string encodes the probability that the acquired base is an error.
rationale would be to choose an error model such that the location where the read aligns with the minimal number of errors is likely to be the true location. Although this can be wrong (see Figure 2 ), it is a reasonable approximation. The error model must be chosen according to the sequencing technology (e.g., Illumina reads have more mismatches than indels at a relatively low error rate, whereas SMRT reads have a large absolute number of indels and a high error rate) and according to the characteristics of the data at hand. For example, mapping to a reference genome from a non-closely-related strain requires accommodating for more differences between read and reference.
In general, the most widely used error models are the Hamming distance, which accommodates only for mismatches between the read and a chosen genomic location, and the edit distance, which accounts for mismatches and indels. An alternative to using the edit distance, which treats all insertions, deletions, and mismatches equally, is to use the weighted edit distance, which assigns weights to errors to distinguish between mismatches and indels, and can even weight positionspecific errors differently by taking into account the quality values that represent the probability of the base call being an error (Figure 2b includes two such quality strings). Other error models, such as affine gap costs for longer indels, are also possible at the expense of a higher compute cost. In the following section, we review the main algorithmic ideas on a high level, concentrating on the model described above for aligning the sequencing reads completely to the reference. There are variations of the problem (e.g., allowing the ends of reads to be unaligned, or, for RNA-seq reads, allowing parts of a read to match nonconsecutively), but overall they use similar approaches.
MAIN ALGORITHMIC IDEAS
A brief review of the literature will quickly reveal a standard solution for approximate string matching with indels. The problem can be solved for one read of length m and a genome of length n by using a dynamic programming algorithm. This kind of algorithm uses an amount of time and memory that grows proportionally to m × n. Some algorithms can reduce the memory requirement to grow proportionally to m, but the time required is still proportional to m × n, which is much too slow to align billions of reads to genomes of size 10 9 bp or more. There are two main algorithmic ideas to address the problem of large input sizes (both in number of reads and size of the reference) for approximate string matching: filtering and indexing. Filtering approaches quickly exclude large regions of the reference where no approximate match can be found. This can, for example, be done by identifying short regions in the reference (also known as k-mers) that share a short piece of the read without errors, often called a seed. Regions that do not share such a short region are filtered out. In addition to seeding filters, there are filters based on shared q-gram counts (8) or based on the pigeonhole lemma.
Indexing strategies involve preprocessing the reference sequence, the set of reads, or both in a more intricate way. A benefit of such preprocessing into string indices is that it typically does not require scanning the whole reference, and it can therefore conduct queries much faster at the expense of larger memory consumption. The string indices that are currently used are the suffix array (42); the enhanced suffix array (1); and the FM-index (17), a data structure based on the Burrows-Wheeler transform (9) and some auxiliary tables. The enhanced suffix array and the FMindex are capable of determining whether a query sequence occurs in the reference in linear time with respect to the length of the query. The FM-index makes very economical use of memory, but it is still quite fast to query in practice. The suffix array is larger but can also be somewhat faster to query.
Finally, most algorithms-whether they incorporate filtering, indices, or both-require a final verification to ensure that the read has an approximate occurrence in the used error model (e.g., has fewer than three indels). This is usually done by fast versions of dynamic programmingbased algorithms that can be sped up either by computing only a certain region of the dynamic programming matrix [banded alignment (e.g., 46)] or by using bit-vector operations to achieve some parallelism [e.g., the Myers bit-vector algorithm (47)].
Filters
To reliably determine which region of the reference can be discarded because it cannot contain an approximate match, filters typically use one of two lemmata: the pigeonhole lemma or the q-gram lemma. Both determine a minimal length or number of exact q-grams that a read with a certain number of errors shares with the reference sequence.
Assume that one wants to find all approximate matches of a read with at most k errors. In its simplest form, the pigeonhole lemma states that if the read is cut into k + 1 pieces (also called seeds), then at least one piece occurs without error in an approximate match (4). This lemma is simply a result of the observation that k errors cannot modify more than k of the pieces. A pigeonhole filter therefore divides each read into k + 1 nonoverlapping seeds of (almost) equal size and, in parallel, searches them in a scan over the reference. storage and retrieval of all seeds matching the q-gram that slides over the reference sequence. Some read mappers use variants of the pigeonhole lemma-for example, dividing the reads into more seeds (e.g., k + 2) and searching for at least two matching seeds (e.g., Illumina's original ELAND algorithm and References 28, 36, and 37), or dividing the reads into fewer seeds while tolerating one or two errors in them (32, 60) . Others allow gapped seeds with an adaptive length (30) . Seeds with errors are typically searched using a backtracking approach in a string tree (e.g., the FM-index described in the next section).
The q-gram lemma considers all overlapping q-grams of a read and gives a lower bound for the number of q-grams that a k-error match in the reference shares with the read. This number is determined by the worst case, where k errors are equidistantly distributed along a read of length n and modify at most kq of the n − q + 1 overlapping q-grams (Figure 4) . Hence, the lower bound is t(n, k, q) : = n − (k + 1)q + 1, the number of intact q-grams remaining. A q-gram counting filter searches for genomic regions where at least t(n, k, q) q-grams of a read can be found and reports them as a potential match. All other regions can be safely discarded. The reference is divided into overlapping regions, with a counter for each read and region. The counters are updated while sliding a q-gram over either the reads or the reference that is simultaneously searched in the other using a q-gram index. The existing counting filters differ only in the shape and size of the region and details in counting (8, 11, 50, 53, 66, 67) . Figure 3b shows the counting filter used by RazerS 3 (67) , where regions are parallelograms and the sliding reference q-gram is searched in the reads.
Some recent read mappers use alternative pigeonhole filters (23, 24, 60) . Instead of searching common seeds by sliding a q-gram over either the reads or the reference and searching it in the other using a q-gram index, two indices are built (one over the reads and one over the references) and searched in parallel for occurrences of the same q-gram.
Indices
The simplest but most commonly used index for read mapping is the q-gram index (also known as the k-mer index). A q-gram is simply a sequence of q characters over a given alphabet , e.g., = {A,C,G,T} in the case of DNA. Given a text consisting of a single sequence or a set of sequences, for each possible q-gram a q-gram index allows the quick retrieval of all its occurrences in the text; it is therefore perfectly suited for the two types of q-gram filters described above. An optimal q-gram index determines whether a q-gram occurs in the text in constant time and retrieves its occurrences in time proportional to the number of occurrences. It can be implemented using two tables: an occurrence table to store the occurrences grouped by q-gram, and a lookup table to map each q-gram to its first entry in the occurrence table. For example, in a single sequence of length n, the occurrence table has n − q + 1 different entries between 0 and n − q, one for each position a q-gram can start at. The lookup table typically occupies an entry for each of the | | q possible q-grams. To look up the occurrences of a q-gram, it is first converted into a number c between 0 and | | q − 1 (e.g., in the case of DNA, by interpreting its characters as digits of a base-4 numeral system). The lookup table entry at position c is then used to determine the first entry of the group of occurrences in the occurrence table. Assuming that occurrences are grouped in the same order as the q-grams are mapped to numbers, the end of the group is stored at entry c + 1 in the lookup table. Figure 5 gives a detailed example of such a q-gram index. If the parameter q becomes too large (e.g., >16 for DNA), then the space consumption of the lookup table becomes prohibitive, and one must resort to hashing techniques (e.g., 49). Whereas the q-gram index is typically used in filters to look up exact subsequences of a fixed length q, another type of index is used in more recent read mappers to directly search reads with errors: the so-called suffix tree, a powerful data structure (68) . The suffix tree of a given text represents all suffixes of the text, allows one to search for all occurrences of a string (i.e., a read) in optimal time, and can itself be built in linear time.
In its original definition, the suffix tree is a rooted tree whose edges are labeled with strings over an alphabet . Each internal node is branching-that is, has at least two children-and outgoing edges begin with distinct characters. It is called a suffix tree because each path from the root node to a leaf spells out a suffix of the text and vice versa. Figure 6 shows an example of a suffix tree for a single sequence (banana$) and the generalization to multiple sequences. (The artificial $ character must be appended to each sequence to let all suffixes end in leaves.) In contrast to the q-gram index, a suffix tree can be used to search for sequences of arbitrary length in a given text. To search for a sequence, the suffix tree is traversed from the root along the path (if one exists) that spells out the sequence sought. If the sequence occurs in the text, then that path ends either in a node or on an edge. In the latter case, the descent proceeds to the next lower node. The occurrences in text are then represented by the leaves below that node. If, for example, an is sought using the suffix tree of banana$ in Figure 6a , then the edges a and na are descended. The path would end in the middle of the na edge and is thus extended to the node at its end. The leaves below that node are 3 and 1, the start positions of occurrences of an in banana.
Since the suffix tree was introduced (68), many different implementations have been published because the original suffix tree needs a lot of space. The suffix tree also suffers from poor locality of reference; that is, it cannot make effective use of the fast cache memories available on typical processors. For these reasons, it has often been replaced by the suffix array (42) , which originally traded lower memory requirements against a suboptimal search time. The most recent improvements could overcome those limitations. The enhanced suffix array (1) and the FM-index (17) are both used for read mapping (25, 32-34, 38, 60) . Although the enhanced suffix array is the fastest implementation for many suffix tree applications, the FM-index has a much smaller memory footprint while still being very fast and is therefore the current method of choice.
As described above, a suffix index (such as a suffix tree) organizes all of the suffixes of a text in a concise way. This text could be, for example, the entire GRCh37 build of the human reference genome. Equipped with the index, one can conduct a search for approximate matches of a sequence read in a reference genome by considering strings that are "near" (i.e., similar to) the read string. (For instance, the misspelled word "rectongle" will not appear in an English dictionary, but the (a) A neighborhood tree representing the strings that are near the read string, and (b) a tree representing suffixes of the reference genome. Finding approximate matches of the read in the genome involves cotraversing these two trees and looking for paths such as the one highlighted in purple. This path corresponds to a one-mismatch alignment of the read CAA to the substring CAT of the reference genome.
nearby word "rectangle" will.) Some popular read alignment tools employ a method related to this idea, using the index to rapidly identify occurrences of strings that are near the query (33, 34, 38) . More formally, this search can be cast as a cotraversal of two tree data structures; one tree corresponds to the suffix index of the reference genome, and the other corresponds to the neighborhood of strings that are near the read string. Figure 7 depicts this in more detail.
Verification
In the second step, a verification algorithm examines the area around each candidate to determine whether a full high-scoring alignment exists in that vicinity. In many aligners, this verification step is the bottleneck, so efficient methods for verification are desirable. In the simplest case, when no gaps are considered, candidates can be verified by comparing the read against the reference while counting the number of mismatches. For verification with gaps, Myers (47) proposed an algorithm that exploits bit parallelism to efficiently compute the edit distance. Both the original algorithm and an even more efficient banded variant have been used (60, 66, 67) . For more flexible error models, the local alignment algorithm developed by Smith & Waterman (61) can be used, e.g., to incorporate base-call qualities at mismatching bases, as described at the beginning of this article. Recent mappers (11, 32, 53 ) use single-instruction multiple-data (SIMD) vectorized variants of that algorithm (e.g., as proposed in 15).
Aligning Read Pairs
Given a read that originates from a repetitive portion of the genome, a read aligner often cannot say for certain which copy of the repeat the read came from. This leads to low mapping quality (discussed below) and potential mistakes in downstream analyses. To combat this ambiguity, one Estimated fragment length (base pairs)
Number of fragments

Figure 8
A fragment length distribution as estimated from a collection of paired-end Illumina reads derived from human DNA. The data set is accession ERR037900 in the Sequence Read Archive.
might simply make the reads longer. Longer reads are more likely to span nonrepetitive sequence, providing a unique anchor with which to resolve the read's true origin. But generating longer reads is often not possible given the constraints of sequencing technology. Most high-throughput instruments currently available from Illumina, for example, generate reads that are up to 150 bp long. Instead of making the reads longer, it is helpful to generate reads in pairs, called paired-end reads (see above). When aligning a paired-end read, the aligner can use the fact that the paired sequences were derived from either end of a fragment of (approximately) known length. The length is approximate because the laboratory step that isolates fragments of the desired length is not perfect; rather, it yields a distribution of fragment lengths, which can be characterized by a histogram or by a parametric distribution such as a Gaussian function. Figure 8 shows a typical distribution of fragment lengths.
Paired-end reads can be more effective than unpaired reads at resolving repetitive portions of the genome. This is because the true location for an end that originated from inside a repeat can be resolved as long as the other end originated from a nonrepetitive portion of the genome and can be assigned to its true location. Figure 9 illustrates a few scenarios where paired-end reads can and cannot help to resolve the true point of origin for reads originating within or near repeats.
When an aligner aligns a paired-end read, it prefers to align the two ends in a way that is compatible with both having originated from either end of a fragment. For instance, the fragment length during the sample preparation should be approximately 300 bp. The first end might align equally well to hundreds of locations across the reference. But say that the second end aligns uniquely to a single location that is within 300 bp of one of the alignments for the first end. Because both ends originated from the same fragment, one can deduce with high confidence that the correct alignment for the first end is the one that lies within 300 bp of the unique alignment for the second end.
WHAT CAN GO WRONG?
In the following sections, we outline situations where read aligners can make mistakes or otherwise create challenges for interpretation. An illustration of how paired-end reads can assist in finding the true point of origin of reads originating inside repetitive elements of the genome. Each paired-end read is illustrated as a pair of rectangles joined by a dotted line that represents the unsequenced portion of the fragment. The pairs labeled a and b are those where one end falls within the repeat ( yellow region) and the other end falls outside the repeat ( green region). In these cases, the end that falls outside the repeat assists in identifying the point of origin for the end that falls inside the repeat. The pairs labeled c are those where both ends fall within the repeat. In these cases, the read's point of origin is still ambiguous.
Repeats
Repetitive DNA elements (repeats) are prevalent in genomes, especially those of higher eukaryotes. Repeats make up approximately 50% of the human genome (31) and more than 80% of the maize genome (57). They can be categorized as interspersed, where similar DNA sequences are spread throughout the genome, or tandem, where similar sequences are adjacent (63) . Some interspersed repeats are long segmental duplications, but most are relatively short transposons and retrotransposons. Although repeats are sometimes referred to as "junk," they are involved in intrinsic biological processes, including genome expansion, speciation, and epigenetic regulation (16) . Some are still actively expressed and duplicated, including some in the human genome (64, 69) .
Using short DNA sequences such as NGS reads to study repetitive genomes raises methodological and interpretation questions (63) . For instance, if a read originates from a repeat family, how can a read aligner identify the exact instance from which the read came? Sometimes this simply is not possible, especially when copies of the repeat are exactly the same. Because this is a possibility, it is useful for the read aligner to report a degree of confidence in its alignment.
Modern read aligners attempt to measure this confidence by considering all of the alignments discovered in the process of aligning a read. For instance, if a read aligns equally well to several instances of a repeat, then the aligner might report low confidence. On the other hand, if the read aligns perfectly to one locus and very poorly to a few other loci, then the aligner might report high confidence. Scientists and downstream tools (e.g., variant callers) should be careful to take this confidence into account when weighing evidence derived from the alignment.
How exactly does the aligner assess its confidence? Previous studies have shown how information about all alignments found during the search (not just the highest scoring) can be used to estimate the probability that the highest-scoring alignment is correct (36) . By correct, we mean that the read was placed in its true point of origin with respect to the reference. Call this probability p cor , and let Q = −10 log 10 (1 − p cor ). Q is the mapping quality, and it is standard [e.g., in the Sequence Alignment/Map (SAM) format (35) ] to report Q with each alignment. Q is on the Phred scale: Q = 10 conveys that the aligner estimates that there is a 1 in 10 chance that the alignment is incorrect, Q = 20 conveys a 1 in 100 chance, Q = 30 conveys a 1 in 1,000 chance, and so on.
Note that mapping quality and alignment score are distinct measures. A high alignment score implies a large degree of similarity (i.e., few mismatches and gaps) between the read and the reference, but does not imply high mapping quality. For instance, consider a read that aligns perfectly to the genome in two distinct loci. The alignment score is high, but intuitively, there is approximately a 50% chance of choosing the incorrect alignment (Q ≤ 3). Any other measure that does not explicitly consider the repeat content of the genome [e.g., BLAST E values (29)] will also be a poor proxy for mapping quality.
Sequence Differences from the Reference
A key point when interpreting read alignments is that the sequence of the subject genome is not identical to the sequence of the reference genome. The subject and reference genomes may be extremely similar (e.g., as noted above, the genomes of two unrelated humans are approximately 99.8% similar by sequence), but they are not identical. Furthermore, differences that exist between genomes are often distributed unevenly along the genome's length. This is true for the human genome, both for variants generally (65) and for indels in particular (45) , and can lead to interpretability issues. For example, say that one has aligned a collection of sequencing reads and finds that, whereas most of the reference is covered nearly uniformly at a high average depth, some regions have little or no coverage. This could be evidence of a deletion in the subject genome, or could have arisen because the poorly covered regions contained so many sequence differences from the reference that the aligner failed to find the alignments that truly belonged in the region.
Others have noted and summarized these issues (12, 40, 51, 71) , and a few approaches have been proposed to resolve them. One involves substituting the reference genome for another reference that more closely matches the subject genome. For example, if the subject is human and the ethnicity is known, a version of the reference genome from that ethnicity could be used. The tailored reference genome would differ from the reference genome such that common variants in the relevant population are used. Previous studies have assembled such references for human ethnicities (13) and for accessions of Arabidopsis thaliana (19) . A related idea is to use variant information inferred from read alignments to modify the reference genome to more closely resemble the subject genome (20) . The alignment process can then be restarted using the new, tailored reference genome. This process can also be iterated until there are no more changes to be made to the reference.
Another way to reduce the effect of differences between subject and reference genomes is to encode information about small-scale genetic variants in the reference sequence itself. For example, say a particular position in the genome is known to vary across individuals, and the alleles found there are either C or T. One could replace the character at that position with Y, the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) code representing "either C or T." Read aligners that respect this convention are sometimes called single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) aware or SNP tolerant (24, 71) , and they avoid incurring a penalty when, for example, a C or T aligns opposite a Y in the reference genome. This removes alignment score penalties associated with a nonreference allele, which in turn increases the fraction of reads for which the aligner finds an alignment (24, 71) . Such tools require that the user specify an annotation file describing the SNP variants to be included in the reference genome.
A still more general approach is to avoid representing the reference as a string at all and instead to represent it as a graph. A graph is a diagram that allows any kind of genetic variant, large or small, to be represented as a path through the space of possible ways of gluing sequences together to form a genome. Past studies have considered the question of how to construct and represent genome graphs in a way that is both memory efficient and fast to query (18, 41) . Recent software tools make it easy to construct such graphs from genome sequences (43) . Other tools allow users to both build the graph and align reads to it (58).
Ploidy and Allelic Alignment Bias
Say that one is analyzing sequencing reads from a human genome, which is diploid, and considering a position on the subject genome where there is a heterozygous SNP. Typically, one of the alleles of the SNP will match the allele in the reference genome (the reference allele), whereas the other will not. When aligning a read containing the reference allele, the read will match the reference genome at that position, but when aligning a read containing the nonreference allele, the read will mismatch at that position, reducing the alignment score. In some situations, the aligner might fail to align reads containing many nonreference alleles, which in turn leads to an underrepresentation of reads from the haplotype with more nonreference alleles. For DNA sequencing data, this tends to drive the allelic balance away from the expected 1-to-1 ratio. Departure from the 1-to-1 ratio must therefore be expected by downstream tools, such as variant callers.
Some solutions to this problem have been proposed specifically in the context of RNA sequencing and the problem of detecting allele-specific expression (12, 21) . One solution is to mutate reference positions where heterozygous SNPs might occur in a third allele that is neither the reference allele nor the alternate allele (12) . This alleviates the bias by ensuring that reference and alternate alleles are penalized equally. Another solution is to use SNP-aware alignment. If the annotation provided to the SNP-aware aligner contains both alleles for a heterozygous position, then the aligner will not penalize alignments that overlap with the nonreference allele at that position, also alleviating the bias (55) . The efficacy of this method depends on what proportion of the relevant alleles are present in the annotation. Another proposed method builds a custom, phased diploid reference genome for a human individual under study based on extensive genotype information for that individual and his or her ancestors (52) . This reduces the bias in question but requires more genotype information than is typically available.
MANY GENOMES
All the difficulties and problems mentioned above are multiplied if one is investigating many reference genomes at once in the context of metagenomic sequencing data. Read alignment also plays a key role here. Rather than attempting to isolate a particular species, metagenomic sequencing reads are derived from all of the various species present in a sample. The sample could be from any environment expected to contain life, e.g., the human gut (26), seawater (54), or soil (10) .
Given a collection of reads from a metagenomics experiment, one might want to determine what organisms are present and in what abundance. For bacteria, one could begin by aligning the reads to all known bacterial reference genomes. The best alignment of the read over all of the reference genomes would be the best guess about which genome it originated from. The number of reads aligning to each genome (perhaps normalized by genome length) is a measure of each genome's abundance.
A problem unique to this setting is that reads often align equally well to many genomes. For a given bacterial species, there might be many strains that have been sequenced and for which a reference genome is available. For instance, the RefSeq database contains finished reference genomes for more than 50 strains of Helicobacter pylori. These strains tend to have very similar genome sequences, so a read derived from one strain will tend to align well to many strains. Similar ambiguity could exist at higher levels of the taxonomic tree; for example, a read might align equally well to genomes of multiple species, or multiple genera, or multiple families. For this reason, metagenomic analyses take the taxonomic tree into account when drawing conclusions from read alignments. If a read aligns unambiguously to a particular genus, then this is strong evidence that the read originated from that genus. But if the same read aligns ambiguously to many species within the genus, there is not strong evidence for any particular species.
Another concern is that a read could be derived from an organism whose genome has not been sequenced or is otherwise not represented in the collection of reference genomes. If this organism is closely related to one of these reference genomes, then one might still be able to salvage information at higher levels of the taxonomic tree, albeit at the risk of drawing spurious conclusions at lower levels. If this organism is not closely related to any of the reference genomes, then the investigator might learn nothing from that read.
Many software tools for analyzing metagenomic data sets are based on read alignment (6, 27) . Some tools additionally use marker sequences, which are sequences derived from reference genomes that are unique to a particular taxonomic category, to reduce the total size of the reference sequences being searched against (39, 59) . Other tools avoid solving the approximate matching problem by instead searching the reference genomes for exact q-gram matches between reads and reference sequences (3, 70) . These so-called alignment-free solutions are simpler and often faster than alignment-based solutions, but they are sensitive to the choice of q.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The last decade has brought exciting new technologies for genomic sequencing, which in turn has triggered a plethora of new developments for the well-known and well-understood problem of approximate string matching. New algorithms and implementations have brought alignment programs that are orders of magnitude faster than those from ten years ago.
We predict that, in the future, most improvements for the approximate read alignment problem will come from the use of hardware accelerators such as general-purpose graphics processors or coprocessors such as the Intel Xeon Phi. With respect to the data, it will be interesting to see whether the community will come up with new ideas about how to solve the ambiguity problem, especially for highly repetitive genomes. It stands to reason that postprocessing of all ambiguous matching positions is needed. 
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